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the mean body database, 2001 – ongoing

mean body (as in standard) is an expanded performance of self portraiture. For this project I trained my body for eight months towards an idealized body shape. 
I captured my body geometry with a 3 dimensional laser scanner and created a database for the art and science study of body shape.  The mean body database 
consists of 82 surface anthropometric data sets. mean body has been produced with special thanks to the National Research Council of Canada, Cyberware, 
Freeform Fabrication Lab, University of Montreal and Carleton University Department of Industrial Design. The Canada Council for the Arts, the Ontario Arts 
Council and the City of Ottawa Arts and Heritage have contributed funds to this project.



360 1˚ rotational views is composed of 360 perspective views of a single mean body figure captured at 1 degree intervals as displayed in a 3 dimensional graphical user interface. 
For this work I am posed in the standard erect posture used for scientific and technical study of human body geometry. Installation detail, nichola feldman:/mean body Carleton 
University Art Gallery, Ottawa, Canada, 2006,  



360 1˚ rotational views, digital detail



360 1˚ rotational views, 2001 & 2005 (digital detail), 360 dry mounted ink jet prints 20x35cm, installation 29 square meters, is composed of 360 perspective views of a 
single mean body data set captured at 1 degree intervals as displayed in a 3 dimensional graphical user interface. For this work the figure is posed in the standard erect 
posture used for scientific and technical study of human body geometry.



a crowd of one self, 2002 (prototype) 
rapid prototype (stereo laser sintering) stainless steel, 29cm



a crowd of one self, 2006 (installation detail)
12 bronze figures, three-dimensional whole body laser scan, rapid cast (rapid prototype / lost stereo lithographic resin), patina, variable dimensions







the imperceptible movie, 2005, three-dimensional whole body 
scan, 1440 digital photographs, 28 minute rear projected video 
loop. The mean body figure slowly turns 360 degrees on the x 
axis. The video is both a very slow motion 3 dimensional digital 
animation and an extended photograph. 



the chimaera set, 2005 – ongoing, (digital sculpture, 105x105cm light boxes) endeavors to describe the figures in the mean body database in light of their similarities 
and differences. These composite figures, which are created from two or more mean body data sets, are intended to reference the body without indicating it literally. 
Using three-dimensional software processes, I have sought to achieve shapes that have been reduced to the most minimal bodily attributes so that, while recognizable, 
they have no specific referent.



the chimaera set expresses my fascination with the disturbing and uncanny aspects of new medical technologies for producing the human body and hybrid life forms. To 
produce the chimaera series, I continue to explore ethical considerations in stem cell research and artificial life research.





the chamaera set, 2006, three-dimensional whole body scans, 4 digital sculptures, rapid prototype (Fused Deposition 
Modeling with Acrylonitrile Butadiene Styrene), 40% life size

the imperceptible movie, 2005, digital video loop







classically bound, 2005-2006, (12.4 MB source code, paper, pigskin, 44x23x28cm) This is a volume of 7662 pages listing the 
xyz coordinate data points that describe the 203,144 triangles that define the space occupied by my body surface. In this work I 
am posed in the standard erect posture used for scientific and technical study of human body geometry (x indicates horizontality, 
y indicates depth, and z indicates verticality).  The volumne's front and spine binding panels are embossed with the file directory 
title: nicholafeldman-kiss:\meanbody\classicallybound\120302\23:11.16. 



sketch for classically bound (8000) page book prototype)
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